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“Fear not November’s challenge 
bold— 
We’ve books and friends, 
And hearths that never can grow 
cold: 
These make amends!” 

 
— Alexander Louis Fraser, 
“November”  

 

In the meantime, our club has 
continued with slide shows each 
month, and we now have in-
person outings.  Last month, we 
went to Peter’s Woods, the Oeno 
Gallery at Huff Estates, and a 
sunrise shoot at Wicklow Beach.  
Safety protocols are observed, so 
we can socialize and enjoy our 
common interest. 

 

Ah, Sweet November.  The kids are back in school, people are 
back at work, the economy is opening up again and we look to-
ward meeting again as a club sometime in the not-too-distant fu-
ture. 

Janet Taylor 

Prince Edward County, 
Oeno Gallery Outing 
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Larry Keeley—a founding member of the Northumberland Photography Club 

The Monitor  

FEATURED PHOTOGRAPHER 

BY LARRY KEELEY AND ELISABETH LA FONTAINE 

I’ve been looking for Canadian photographers to write about recently and 
totally missed one of our own. Larry Keeley has been a member of North-

umberland Photography Club since its inception. For ten years he wrote 
and published The Monitor on his own – no team work here, he did it 
alone. It wasn’t until he was faced with some serious medical conditions, 

just before the pandemic, that he passed The Monitor over to Janet Taylor, 
Moira Fenner and me, Elisabeth La Fontaine. 

Larry was born in Sudbury, Ontario and at the age of five, his parents 
moved to the Eastern Townships of Quebec. At that time, he had little in-

terest in studying, and it wasn’t until much later in his life that he realized 
that studying wasn’t so difficult after all. Nobody in his family had ever 
mentioned the word “university” and none of his family ever attended one.  

At the age of 14, Larry developed an interest in photography. 
At that time in his life, his family was living on their farm in 
the Eastern Townships of Quebec. One day he happened to no-
tice some flowering vines growing on a wooden gate. He was 
so fascinated that he used some of the money he had saved 
from his 50 cents/week allowance and bought a camera. It did 
not come with a manual and, out of his first roll of 24 exposure 
film, only one image was exposed well enough for it to pass as 
an actual photograph. He was greatly disappointed but deter-
mined to improve. Realizing that his hard-earned, but trifling, 
allowance would not support much photography at this level, 
he endeavored to read and study anything he could find related 
to photography. 

At this time, a family passion for music emerged. The whole 
family were self-taught musicians and they formed the “Keeley 

Family Orchestra”. Larry’s mother played the piano, his father 
the violin, his brother the drums and his sister played the piano 
and the base guitar. Larry played the guitar and was the singer 

of the family. 

They played regularly at various venues and in addition to mu-
sic, Larry became keen on dancing. While still a high school 
student, he coached a group of grade three kids to Square 

Dance. They danced, without a caller, and won first place 
against all the adult teams, at the Ayres Cliff and Sherbrooke 
Royal Winter Fairs! 
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Larry sang and played guitar in coffee houses in Montreal and 
Cornwall, and with his great passion for music and not much else, 
he managed to fail Grade 11 while living at home.  

Later, however he graduated with a mark in the high 90s from the 
University’s extension high school program. At that point he was 

encouraged, by a friend, to attend Sir George William’s University 
– it later became Concordia University. He graduated with a four 
year B.A.  A chance  meeting with a school superintendent from 

Cornwall led Larry to being hired to teach Geography in Cornwall 
for two years. 

At this point, Larry got married and relocated to Millbrook High 
School in Peterborough County. As a high school teacher, the sub-
jects that Larry taught were Geography, Math, Science, Phys. Ed., 

and he was also a Guidance Specialist.  

Larry’s love of photography never waned and his first professional 
assignment was when two grade 13 students asked him to do their 
wedding photography. This led to two more weddings and then 

continued for the next 30+ years doing more wedding and portrait 
photography throughout the Peterborough area. During this time 
however, Larry’s marriage came to an end. 

Today, Larry enjoys going out to capture im-
ages with Dawn, a very enthusiastic and capa-
ble companion. They also joined members of 
the Northumberland Photo Club and the Pe-
terborough Photographic Society on outings. 
Membership in these two camera clubs has 
provided many benefits over the years. 
 

Unlike many other photographers who devel-

op a strong interest in one specific subject, 
Larry tends to shoot whatever he feels can be 
made into a pleasing, wall hanging enlarge-

ment. Since these photographs most often are 
about people engaged in a particular activity, 
he says “People Photography” would have to 

be his preferred subject of interest. Street Pho-
tography, as practiced by NPC member,     
David O’Rourke, would be one of his favour-

ite pursuits. Landscape and nature photog-
raphy also rank quite high on his list of pre-
ferred subjects. 

There was no Photographic Society in Peterborough until Larry and about 12 other people founded the 
Peterborough Photographic Society. During his 3-year term as president of the PPS, he had met Mary 
Talbot with whom he later arranged a joint photo outing with the Northumberland Camera Club. On 
this outing, Larry met a very attractive photographer – Dawn Knudsen - who later joined him on several 
more outings. She soon became (and is) Larry’s all-time favourite photography companion, and much 
more! And about a year later, Dawn, who was also single, and Larry were happily married.  
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The cameras that Larry and Dawn both use 
include the Nikon D5600, a Nikon D7200 and 

a Nikon D500. In addition, their cell phone 
cameras are now capturing an increasing num-
ber of images. They use a variety of lenses, 

depending upon the subject of interest; howev-
er, their wide-angle Nikon 16 – 85, and our 
Nikon 18 – 200 and Sigma 18 – 300 telephoto 

lenses are the ones used most often. 

Over the years, Larry has enjoyed travelling 
throughout Canada, the USA, Mexico and as 
far afield as Cuba, Costa Rica, St. Kitts/
Neves… England, Spain, France, Italy, 

Larry’s hobbies and pastimes other than travel in-
clude visiting families and friends, photography with 

Dawn, reading, baking (I was treated to a slice of 
delicious fruit cake that Larry had baked, when I vis-
ited him to get the information to write this article!). 

Larry and Dawn are enjoying becoming connois-
seurs of fine, under $10.00/bottle wines!  

Can I really end an article, about one of Northum-
berland Photography Club’s longest standing mem-
bers and writer of The Monitor for ten years, on the 
subject of wine? Well, I just did and it might well be 
worth asking Larry for his list of favourite wines for 
$10/bottle! 
  

Note from Larry Keeley: 

 

“After joining the Northumberland Photo 
Club, I was asked to be the Program Manag-
er which position I held for approximately 
two years. I then became the vice president 
for another 2 - 3 years. During these times I 
created and edited the club's monthly news-
letter, The Monitor for a period of about ten 
years. 
The Monitor, I am very happy to say, is now 
doing very well under its new management 
team and provides excellent coverage of club 
events and what our many members are do-
ing. I doff my hat to not only the Monitor 
Team but to the executive members and all 
the others who continue to make the North-
umberland Photo Club the outstanding club 
that it is.” 
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BUY AND SELL 
 

AND ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Executive: President: Bryan Marjoram,  Vice President: Janet Taylor 

Secretary: Susan Dubois,  Program Director: Vacant 

Membership Director: Donna Edmonds,  Financial Director: Stan Kicak 

Technical Director: Jeannie Gane,  Outings Director: Sandra Peters 

Outreach Director: Gerry Atkinson,  Communications Director:  Vacant 

 

Newsletter co-producers:  Moira Fenner,  Elisabeth La Fontaine, Janet Taylor. 

Patricia Calder will have copies of her grandmother's scrap-
book of WWII available before Christmas. The book con-
tains photographs of over 100 documents which tell the sto-
ry of her uncle, Jack Calder J4695, an RAF navigator, POW 
in Ireland, and (after his dramatic escape) member of the 
elite Pathfinder Group.  

Registration is now open for for the 2021 edition of 

#profusionexpo Virtual Connect! November 17th 
and 18th. We have an incredible Virtual event 
planned for this year. Featuring virtual halls, audito-
riums and exhibitor booths in addition to main stage 
and in-booth live presentations and special show 
only deals! Click here to learn more. 

https://bit.ly/2ZvjAfU  

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/profusionexpo?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWPl6ro10u8J8Z_33ybhrN41K5jD2p1dg3EEVzAxo0JFOpbLR5C4kSU-dE_GGquhkzpkicfobpMJ41WJcXFtjlpZduIZufAIGPE97TCBws8JM2HBy9_eO_yx1cygbmrO9txWyzNzRYS0rAWJjVIkLPeLnga8rZVu3EZuS8HpKvTrA&__tn__=*NK-R
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fbit.ly%2F2ZvjAfU%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0ReFUjkwgLMdy2Bt-eGE9oYpg_dfqevZLp81KdThpfufE3_YJDZP7sPBs&h=AT37tE5twiYVwK30W581iGkNT7m_YN2raZwg1yV-puW09Qk_V2xF9ZvTgJ3mOfFAaC4k_XTdGgFzd8qkfZKozDlRQdrwNlq1qnY5h3VEuCrPjg0gfl_rbKn8eP
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BACKDROPS 
BY MOIRA FENNER 

Making Your Own Photography 
Backdrops 

 

I think we can agree that it’s been challenging to 
find things to photograph during Covid.   I was 
looking for a new photography project I could do at 
home that wouldn’t break the bank.  I’ve always 
been intrigued with Food and Still Life photography 
but was intimidated by the lighting required and 
finding/arranging subjects to photograph.  It’s still 
very much a work in progress for me, but I wanted 
to share with you the journey to date. 

 

Knowing that both backdrop and tabletop surfaces 
would be needed, I decided to try and make my 
own.  I watched many tutorials on YouTube and 
Pinterest.  I like the vintage look and darker colours, 
but that is just a matter of personal choice.   

 

For the tabletop at right, I used an old piece of barn-
board bought from Facebook Marketplace which is 
48”x48”.  For the backdrop, I sponge painted a piece 
of plywood 24” x 44” using latex paints with a matte 
finish.  I buy the sample size paint pots at Home De-
pot.  I poured small amounts of 4 shades of blue into 
separate little pools on the centre of the board and 
with a household sponge dabbed the paint around 
trying not to mix them too much but just overlap the 
edges.  I did try a sea sponge but found the sponge 
side of a kitchen scrubber cheaper and easier to 
manage.  It’s important not to get into a pattern with 
the sponge; be sure to move it around in different 
directions.  Initially I tried doing one colour/shade, 
waiting for it to dry, and adding another colour, but 
found it difficult to blend the various shades.  One 
thing I found out is to not judge your finished prod-
uct until you have photographed it.  Some of the 
backdrops photographed much better than they 
looked on their own. 
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I used this tabletop in the waffle image as well.  For the backdrop, I used a 24”x48” piece of plywood.  I 
taped a stencil bought at Michael’s on the plywood and with a 3” putty knife spread drywall compound over 
the stencil, removing the stencil as soon as you have covered the pattern.  You can use pre-mixed drywall 
compound or mix your own.  The board then needs to completely dry.  I moved the stencil and repeated the 
process until the plywood was covered in the pattern.  This again is to your taste.  You may not want so 
much pattern.  Once everything was dry, I painted the board by pouring some blue paint in a small bowl and 
some water in a second bowl.  Using a paint rag, I dipped the damp rag into the paint and into the water 
bowls and spread it out over a small area of the board at a time.  Once the board is covered, let the paint dry.  
The last step is to mix a small amount of Golden Raw Umber Liquid Acrylic Paint and Golden Satin Glazing 
Liquid (a slow drying extender for acrylic colours) and paint on with a brush over a small area at a time.  
This mixture serves as an antiquing gel.  I suggest having the paint brush in one hand and a paint rag in the 
other to rub the mixture in and some of it off as soon as you paint it on.  I find it best to use the Raw Umber 
sparingly as it can be quite dark.  

 

The vase was $3 at Value Village, the flowers were cut from my garden and the scarf is from my closet. 
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This backdrop was also made from a 36” x 48” piece of plywood.  Drywall compound was applied with a 
putty knife.  It’s important to have a vision of your final board.  The amount of drywall compound you ap-
ply will dictate how much texture your board will have.  After the board dried, I painted on yellow latex, 
matte paint with a damp rag dipped in the paint and in water.  Following this I followed the same process 
as above with the Golden Raw Umber and Satin Glazing Liquid. 

 

The tabletop was made from a 36”x48” piece of plywood.  I painted the board a reddish brown (always 
with a matte finish) applying the paint with a 3” putty knife.  Once this layer was dry, I applied a grey col-
our sparingly with a putty knife scraping it along in one direction.  The intent is to create some aging 
marks, not to cover with the grey paint. After this was dry, I painted on lines with the grey colour using a 
yardstick (or should I say metre stick?).    With a small brush, I painted the metal edge of the yardstick and 
then pressed it lightly onto the board to create the lines.  I wasn’t looking for full coverage on these lines. 

 

Both vases were bought for $15 at the Meyersburg Flea Market & Antiques, a favourite haunt of mine. 
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This is the same backdrop used in the waffle image, although the brighter exposure makes it look a little 
different.   

 

The tabletop was made in the very same way as the reddish brown one above.  As a matter of fact, it is 
painted on the flip side of the reddish brown one.  It’s important when using both sides of a board to make 
both backdrops or tabletops so that you won’t be wanting to use them at the same time!  The lines are more 
distinct on this board to give the look of a plank.  I taped the board with painter’s tape to provide a guide-
line for painting. 

 

I painted and lightly distressed a mason jar.  I couldn’t resist the little bird at Cheer Farms and the mercury 
glass bowl was a treat from Special Effects Decorating, both in Brighton. 
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Patrick’s Tips 
By Patrick Romano 

 

Autumn is here.  I blew it.  I planned on putting out 
some great tips on landscape photography and my tim-
ing was way off .  Many photographers, because of the 
temperature drop will be looking for something to 
shoot indoors, which often is hard to find.  But, People 
are always around so let’s make use of their presence 
and practice our portrait photography skills.  Here are 
some tips that may help you along. 

Take lots of pictures and share them with us.  Stay safe 
and stay warm. 

Pat Romano 

11 Tips for Posing People with Confidence (+ Examples) - By: Andrew S. Gibson 

 

Male Poses: 21 Sample Poses to Get You Started Photographing Men – By: Kaspars Grinvalds  

 

Female Poses: 21 Posing Ideas to Get You Started Photographing Women –  

 

Glamour Posing Guide: 21 Sample Poses to Get You Started - By: Darren Rowse 

 

10 Tips for Stunning Headshot Photography (in 2021) - By: Sean Gannon 

 

50mm vs 85mm: Which Is Best for Portrait Photography? - By: Meredith Clark 

 

10 Essential Things to Th - USEDink About for Portrait Photography - By: Darlene Hildebrandt  

 

13 Child Photography Ideas to Get Your Creative Juices Flowing - By: Simon Ringsmuth 

 

Portrait Crop: The Ultimate Guide to Cropping Portraits Like a Pro - By: Gina Milicia 

 

Shallow Depth of Field: How to Get It in Your Photos (5 Easy Ways) – By: Darren Rowse 

 

7 Fall Portrait Photography Tips (for Outstanding Results) - By: Sean Gannon 

 

21 Sample Poses to Get You Started Photographing Groups of People – By: Kaspars Grinvalds 

 

What Is Good Light? (And How to Use It for Beautiful Portraits) - By: Andrew Szopory 

https://digital-photography-school.com/beginner-tips-for-posing-people-with-confidence/?utm_source=ne-%20wsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Oct-1421&user_id=romano.pj@gmail.com
https://digital-photography-school.com/21-sample-poses-to-get-you-started-with-photographing-men/
https://digital-photography-school.com/21-sample-poses-photographing-female-models/
https://digital-photography-school.com/posing-guide-21-sample-poses-to-get-you-started-with-glamour-photography/
https://digital-photography-school.com/10-tips-for-photographing-great-headshots/
https://digital-photography-school.com/comparing-50mm-versus-85mm-photographing-people/
https://digital-photography-school.com/10-crucial-things-need-think-portrait-photography/
https://digital-photography-school.com/child-photography-ideas/
https://digital-photography-school.com/good-crop-bad-crop-how-to-crop-portraits/
https://digital-photography-school.com/how-to-get-shallow-depth-of-field-in-your-digital-photos/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Oct-1421&user_id=romano.pj@gmail.com.
https://digital-photography-school.com/tips-for-doing-fall-portraits/
https://digital-photography-school.com/posing-guide-21-sample-poses-to-get-you-started-with-photographing-groups-of-people/
https://digital-photography-school.com/good-light-create-beautiful-portraits/
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EDWARD BURTYNSKY 

BY ELISABETH LA FONTAINE 

 Burtynsky was born in 1955 of Ukrainian heritage in St. Catherines, Ontario.  He received his BAA in 
Photography/Media Studies from Ryerson University in 1982 and in 1985 founded Toronto Image Works, 
a darkroom rental facility, custom photo laboratory, digital imaging and new media computer-training cen-
tre catering to all levels of Toronto’s art community. 
  
Early exposure to the sites and images of General Motors plant in his hometown helped to formulate the 
development of his photographic work.  His imagery explores the collective impact we as a species are 
having on the surface of the planet: an inspection of the human systems we’ve imposed onto natural land-
scapes. 
  
Exhibitions include Anthropocene (2018) at the Art Gallery of Ontario and the National Gallery of Canada 
(international touring exhibition);  Water (2013) at the New Orleans Museum of Art & Contemporary Art 
Center, New Orleans , Louisiana (international touring exhibition); Oil (2009) at the Corcoran Gallery of 
Art in Washington D.C. (five-year international touring show), china (toured 2003-2005); and Breaking 
Ground produced by the Canadian Museum of Contemporary Photography (touring from 1988-1992).   
Burtynsky’s visually compelling works are currently being exhibited in solo and group exhibitions around 

the globe. 

 

As an active lecturer on photographic art, Burtynsky’s speaking engagements have been held at the Nation-

al Gallery of Canada, Ottawa; the Library of Congress in Washington, D.C.; George Eastman House in 

Rochester NY; The Canadian Center for Architecture in Montreal; the Art Gallery of Ontario, the TED 

conference; and Idea City and Ryerson University in Toronto. His images appear in numerous periodicals 

each year including Canadian Art, Art in America, The Smithsonian Magazine, Harper’s Magazine, Flash 

Art, Blind Spot, Art Forum, Saturday Night, National Geographic, The New York Times, the New Yorker, 

The Walrus, FT Weekend and Vogue. 

 
The following article, the biography of Edward Burtynsky, was taken 
from the internet and has not been modified or edited in any way. 
(www.edwardburtynsky.com/about/biography/)  

 
Edward Burtynsky is regarded as one of the world’s most accomplished 
contemporary photographers. His remarkable photographic depictions of 
global industrial landscapes represent over 40 years of his dedication to 
bearing witness to the impact of humans on the planet.  Burtynsky’s photo-
graphs are included in the collections of over 60 major museums around the 
world, including the National Gallery of Canada, the Museum of Modern 
Art, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, and the Guggenheim Museum in 
New York. The Reina Sofia Museum in Madrid, the Tate Modern in Lon-

http://www.edwardburtynsky.com/about/biography/
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Burtynksky’s  distinctions include the TED prize, the Governor General’s Awards in Visual and Media Arts, 

the Outreach award at the Rencontres d’Arles, the Roloff Benny Book award, and the Rogers Best Canadian 

Film Award.  He sits on the board of directors for CONTACT; Toronto’s International Photography Festival, 

and The Ryerson Image Centre.  In 2006 he was awarded the title of Officer of the Order of Canada and in 

2008 he was awarded the ICP Infinity Award for Art.  In 2018 Burtynsky was named PhotoLondon’s Master 

of Photography and the Mosaic Institute’s Peace Pation.  In 2019 he was the recipient of the Arts & Letters 

Award at the Canadian Association of New York’s annual Maple Leaf Ball and the 2019 Lucie Award for 

Achievement in Documentary Photography, Most recently he was awarded a Royal Photography Photographic 

Society Honorary Fellowship (2020).  He currently holds eight honorary doctorate degrees. 

 

Burtynsky is represented by: Nicholas Metivier Galley, Toronto; Paul Kuhn Gallery, Calgary; Howard Green-

berg, Gallery, and Bryce Wolkowitz Gallery, New York; Robert Koch Gallery, San Francisco; Sundaram Ta-

gore Gallery, Hong Kong & Singapore; Flowers Gallery, London; Admira Photography, Milan; Galerie 

Springer, Berlin and Weinstein hammons Gallery, Minneapolis, Minnesota. 

© COPYRIGHT INFO 

 

Some websites that feature Burtynsky’s work: 

http://www.artnet.com/artists/edward-burtynsky/ 

https://metiviergallery.com/artists/28-edward-

burtynsky/overview/ 

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2016/12/19/

edward-burtynskys-epic-landscapes 

You may also be interested in the documentary,  

ANTHROPOCENE: The Human Epoch (2018) - it 

is now showing on STARZ channel. 

https://www.edwardburtynsky.com/contact/copyright
http://www.artnet.com/artists/edward-burtynsky/
https://metiviergallery.com/artists/28-edward-burtynsky/overview/
https://metiviergallery.com/artists/28-edward-burtynsky/overview/
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2016/12/19/edward-burtynskys-epic-landscapes
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2016/12/19/edward-burtynskys-epic-landscapes
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OUTINGS  

AND SOME PHOTOS 

Outings for November will include a scavenger hunt in Port Hope. When we meet at the band shell on No-
vember 6th,  in Port Hope, we will be given a list of ten topics to shoot by walking or driving around the 
town, or, go farther afield to shoot these topics.  A  separate Scavenger Hunt slideshow will be made.  One 
image per topic may be submitted (10 images in total), however, they must have been shot on November 
6th. We are looking at a farm visit later in the month, details will follow.   

October Outings Photos 

Peter’s Woods 
Oeno Gallery, Huff Estates 

Wicklow Beach Sunrise 
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THE LAST PAGE 
BY  MOIRA FENNER 

The Guardian Oct. 2019 

Photoshop Tip 

Dodging & Burning Using a 50% Gray Layer 

 

When first looking at a photograph, the viewer’s eyes are drawn to light areas, bright colours, and contrast.  
It’s always a good idea to avoid having any of these areas or distracting mergers along the edges of your 
photograph.  You want to draw people’s eyes into the frame where your main subject is, rather than out of 
the frame.   

 

However, lightening or darkening areas to guide the viewer’s eyes through the image or to a specific area 
in your image can be very powerful.  This technique goes back to the darkroom and can be accomplished 
in Photoshop (PS) several different ways.  

 

PS has a Dodge Tool and a Burn Tool in its Toolbar (see below).  Applying these tools to the background 
layer permanently alters the image information.  To use these tools non-destructively, work on a duplicate 
layer.  A duplicate layer can be made by using the shortcut Ctrl on a PC or Cmd on a Mac and “ J”. 

Another method of dodging and burning is to use a 50% Gray Layer.  This is my preferred method and in-
structions follow: 

 

1. Alt (on PC) or Opt (on Mac) + New Layer 

 

 

 

2. Name the layer – Dodge & Burn 

3. Change the Blend Mode to Soft Light 

4. Check “Fill with Soft-Light-neutral color 
(50% gray) 
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Below is a sample image.  The changes are not so obvious, and you don’t want them to be, but rather sub-
tle retouching.  When posting to social media (Facebook or Instagram) you lose a lot of light on your im-
age.  This is a way to address that, as well as add some light or dark to the image.    This process can be 
used on any images.  It’s very popular in portrait retouching, landscapes, still life, etc. where you want to 
add subtle tweaks to the lighting. 

 

The dodging and burning has been added to the second image to brighten some of the dark red in the cen-
tre of the bud and the flower, as well as the pistils and to subtly darken the stem. 

 

I hope this is helpful information and that you try it on some of your images.  I find myself using it on 
most of my images at the end of my processing. 

 

Moira Fenner 

 

In the PS toolbar, set the foreground colour to black and 
the background colour to white (short cut, press 
“D”) 

 
  

With a soft brush (0% opacity) and sized appropriately 
for the area to be worked on, select black as the 
foreground colour to burn (darken) areas and select 
white as the foreground colour to dodge (lighten) 
areas (shortcut, press “x” to switch the colours) 

 
10% opacity is a good starting point and adjust from 

there.  It is better to tap several times with a lower 
opacity than to use a higher opacity.  Tap lightly on 
the area, repeating until the desired effect is reached. 

  
 


